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Abstract 
With the development of distributed computing technology, there remain some important 

problems of collaborative control in distributed multi-user data sharing: heterogeneous environment, data 
consistency and concurrent operation. To solve the sharing issues in drilling engineering, this paper 
introduces a method of realizing information sharing by combining the advantages of multi-agent 
collaborative working mechanism and data warehouse technology. Firstly, the structure of multi-agent 
collaborative working mechanism is put forward based on distributed data warehouse, in which the 
underlying data layer adopts the distributed data warehouse to organize the information, and the model of 
that is set up by dimensional modeling technology. Then the information sharing platform and multi-user 
access controlling method are analyzed, and the collaborative model is put forward. Finally through the 
multi-agent interaction, the management and sharing of all kinds of information in DDW can be realized. 
So the application of multi-agent and DDW technology can maximize the value of drilling information and 
play an important role in improving data sharing degree. 
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1. Introduction 
The drilling projects have the nature of large investment and high risk, so the 

technology used in the decision analysis and target solutions made by senior professional, 
technical staff and manager are directly related to the efficiency and success of construction. In 
addition, with the development of drilling technology and the continuous expansion of drilling 
scale, there is a steady rising in the quantity of drilling information, therefore the information is 
getting much more valuable undoubtedly. But most information is operational data which is of 
redundancy, at the same time, for complexity drilling engineer, the information from different oil 
fields or different departments in the same oil field is distributed and heterogeneous, even the 
same kind of data in different drilling information systems has a bigger difference, so the level of 
information sharing is low and the information management is difficulty settled [1]. With the 
development of distributed computing technology, to make full use of a mass of historical 
information in drilling engineering to reflect the value of historical information, relevant 
departments of each oilfield fully share information to provide  accurate, scientific and 
reasonable decision information for the decision makers. This article puts forward building 
sharing platform by combining the advantages of multi-agent collaborative working mechanism 
and data warehouse technology to integrate the distributed information and maximize the value 
of a lot of complex information of drilling. 

 
 

2. Distributed Data Warehouse 
Data warehouse (DW) is defined as a subject-oriented, integrated, and stable and 

variation data which sets along with time to support enterprises or organizations to make 
decision by W.H. Inmon who is known as "the father of data warehouse". He believes that there 
are many kinds of forms of the distributed data warehouse. One of them is applied in drilling 
engineering with the typical structure shown in Figure 1, which indicates the local and global 
data warehouse [2]. 
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2.1. Local Data Warehouse 
Local data warehouse contains various history and integrated data that comes from the 

actual operating systems in oil field or departments. The detailed degree of data is relatively 
high, so the level of granularity is smaller. 

 
2.2. Global Data Warehouse 

The data of global data warehouse mainly comes from all local data warehouse which is 
the public and integrated data in the system, including external data sources and internal public, 
history and integrated information in the whole system. Data source of global data warehouse is 
not only used to accumulate, but also to reorganize, synthesize and integrate data of the local 
data warehouse. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Structure of Distributed Data Warehouse 
 
 
3. Design of Drilling Cooperative Working Mechanism Based on Multi-agent 
3.1. Structure Design of Cooperative Working Mechanism 

The computer network and data warehouse technology can solve the  information 
sharing problems  to a certain extent, but far from meeting the needs of users and enterprises, 
so it is necessary to establish a drilling cooperative working mechanism to achieve the 
information sharing by multi-agent. According to the analysis on existing systems and the new 
needs of the drilling engineering, this article puts forwards establishing drilling cooperative 
working mechanism on the distributed data warehouse. The drilling cooperative working 
mechanism is a distributed information sharing environment which can realize document 
management, collaboration management, application program sharing and user management 
functions, and be responsible for data sharing services for the headquarters or subsidiaries of 
each oilfield and relevant departments of government. The drilling cooperative working 
mechanism adopts a multi-layer framework structure model, which is shown in Figure 2. 

The model relies on a distributed data warehouse including collaborative query and 
collaborative modification of drilling data warehouse by multi-agent collaboration. From Figure 2, 
the collaboration layer (application server layer) mainly consists of document management 
agent, application program sharing agent, collaboration management agent and user 
management agent. Application sharing agent is responsible for coordination, management and 
distribution of the shared information among the various many experts, and such information will 
be given the highest priority during transmitting; Document management agent is mainly 
responsible for the unified organization and standardized management for all documents in the 
system. In drilling engineering, documents are generated by the collaborative group, and all 
documents in the data warehouse are managed from the overall perspective and assigned the 
appropriate and allowable level that includes the browsing right, the right to modify and the right 
to write in order to effectively share documents. Collaborative management agent is mainly 
responsible for the allocation of communication resources and service quality management for 
all members. User management agent is mainly in charge of user groups and their rights 
management. 
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Figure 2. Structure of Drilling Cooperative Working Mechanism 
 
 

For each specific member, manager can establish its account and manage related 
information. In addition to the addition, deletion, modification, and query of the accounts of 
regular members, the more important is to carefully arrange the role of various members. 
Collaboration drilling engineering is achieved through mutual cooperation among the several 
agents [3-4].  

The data layer is the data source of information platform, which provides an underlying 
distributed data warehouse system for the platform operation. 

According to the important degree of the information, communication layer creates a 
multi-function hall dedicated to drilling for comprehensive exchange by using different control 
strategies in a limited network bandwidth, and the platform mainly uses reliable connection-
oriented data transmission channel based on the TCP/IP protocol. 

In this model, the status of each local data warehouse is equal, so a local data 
warehouse will not affect the operation of the entire system. The local data warehouse nodes of 
system must firstly apply to system administrator for adding the resource provider. After the 
system administrator confirms that, it can become a node of the system (local data warehouse). 
 
3.2. Cooperative Working Model of Multiple Agents 

The multiple agents and many staff work together to complete the drilling process, 
based on the information sharing platform model. A collaborative model of multiple agents and 
many users can be obtained, which is shown in Figure 3 [5]. 

In this model, the functions of all collaborations and agents are listed as follows. 
Human-human cooperation: humans who participate in collaboration use collaborative 

tools to work with the aid of design professionals to jointly complete a design task. According to 
the thoughts of concurrent engineering and collaborative engineering, people are from the 
different departments and professional of collaborative groups, who are project director, 
designers, technologist, maintenance staff, and even ultimate users of products. Different 
people have different professional knowledge and experience to complete different collaborative 
tasks. 

Tool-tool cooperation: through respective communication interfaces of agents, 
collaborative tools can achieve network communication and information exchange in order to 
realize tool-tool cooperation. Because different staff complete different tasks, they need different 
collaborative tools of difference functions, accordingly, a collaborative system should provide a 
variety of application tools with different types and different function for collaborative users, such 
as electronic whiteboard, chat rooms, file transfer, audio video collaboration tools.  
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Figure 3. Cooperative Working Model of Multi-agent 
 
 

Cooperation between agents: communication agent achieves messages exchange 
through the interactive server, the interactive server is a relay station of all communication 
messages.  

System agents are static agents that resident in the interactive server, they are the 
operation center of the system, which can assign many mobile agents to each local data 
warehouse by the global data warehouse agent, and return the results to the collaborative 
users.  

Mobile agents are assigned to the all local data warehouse by system agents of the 
server and carry information to be processed, which can communicate with local data 
warehouse agents, and can return the results to system agents. 

Global data warehouse agents are responsible for receiving mobile agents assigned by 
system agents, and responsible for handing out the query information to multiple local data 
warehouse agents. 

Local data warehouse agents always resident on the server, and receive all the mobile 
agents carrying access requests, which can execute the requests and return the results to 
mobile agents by message. 

After a user sends an operation request to the system agent, according to the global 
agent, the system agent sends multiple mobile agents to the local data warehouse agents, and 
then the mobile agent sends the results of operation request back to the system agent by a 
global data warehouse agent, finally the system agent shows the operating results to the users, 
realizing the information sharing among the multi-user. Agents achieve message exchange 
through interaction server, and multiple users cooperate to operate on the distributed data 
warehouse, and what you see is what I see (WYSIWIS) is realized in the resulting output [6]. 
Specific working process is described in 5. 

In Fig.3, as the collaborative assistant, system tools and agents can help people to 
accomplish the collaborative tasks. 

 
 

4. Information Sharing Platform 
The core issue of collaborative working mechanism is how to provide effective support 

to help user to use computer technology to cooperatively complete common design tasks and 
achieve goals, so the information sharing platform is necessary to make people conveniently 
share the information resources locally or on the network [7-8]. 
 
4.1. Information Classification of Sharing Platform 

Seven types of information referring to member, task, collaborative design activity, 
document, multimedia interactive, text interactive and operation are found in the system by 
analyzing the work flow and the design model.  
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According to the request of information transmission, the information of sharing platform 
can be divided into real-time information and non-real-time information. Among the above seven 
categories information, the first four categories are non-real-time information, the last three 
categories are real-time information, so they should be treated differently in the establishment 
process of information sharing platform.  

The non- real- time information management system is also known as Collaboration 
Management Information System (CMIS), it is an eight-tuple, that is described below. 

CMIS = {MI, NI, OI, UI, RI, CRI, CI, DI} 
In CMIS, MI is a members information set that is an information database for all 

registered users, which includes user names, websites, tools by users and other personal 
information (such as experience, interest, etc.). NI is a node information set that is an 
information database of all registered sites, which includes site name, address, site information 
and site resources (such as multimedia equipment etc.). OI is an object information set that is 
responsible for the representation, organization and decomposition of cooperative tasks, and 
the arrangement and distribution of cooperative activities. UI is a tool information set that is a 
CSCW (computer supported cooperative work) tool information database registered which 
includes the name of tools and resource requirements of tool etc. RI is a resources information 
set in supporting environment that includes the use of various tools and use state of network 
resources etc. CRI is a cooperative rule information set that stores all kinds of available 
coordination strategy and control rules. CI is a cooperative information set that is an information 
database of all running cooperative design activities, which includes cooperation activities users 
set, collaborative tools set, cooperation object set, coordination resources set, workflow model 
and operation state etc..DI is document information set on the file information and the result of 
collaborative design, which includes results information produced in cooperation design 
activities, site material information of design objects and historical data kept in the system. 

The information can be divided into static information and dynamic information. The 
information sharing platform can not only provide convenient, fast static information query tools, 
but also reflect dynamic information to all members instantaneously, in addition, the information 
sharing platform of the system must maintain the consistency of sharing information.  

The real-time information includes interactive type information and operation type 
information. According to the basic characteristics of real-time information, it can be divided into 
text information and multimedia information.  

The text information is a tetrad that consists of SI, CI, WI, and OI. In the above tuples, 
SI is system information that includes user request information, server address  that 
collaboratively work, group number, port number for multimedia communication and bandwidth 
etc. CI is chat information that is information of ideas interchange among users who attend 
collaborative work by collaborative tools. WI is whiteboard information, OI is operating 
information that is the collaborative operation information on sharing object. 

This kind of information can be transmitted in a reliable connection-oriented 
transmission mode (TCP), and then be processed by the corresponding agents. 

The multimedia information is a two-tuple that consists of AI and VI, in which AI is the 
audio interactive information of users who participate in collaborative design, VI is video 
information of users. 

Interactive multimedia information is characterized by a large amount of real-time data, 
but allowing the loss of a portion of information according to a certain quality of services [7]. This 
kind of information can be transmitted by user datagram mode (UDP protocol) that is 
connectionless and efficient, and then be processed by agents.  
 
4.2. Basic Model of Information Sharing Platform 

A specific design task can be divided into several subtasks, each subtask can often be 
completed through many collaborative activities, and each time many personnel may participate 
in the collaborative activities, at the same time in the process of completing a task, a human 
may not only be responsible for task management, but also participate in a specific design, who 
is playing a different role. Thus if the whole collaborative processes is carried out smoothly, the 
system must efficiently manage task, cooperation, personnel and documents and files produced 
in collaboration. So the basic model of the information sharing platform in collaborative design 
system is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Basic Model of the Information Sharing Platform 

 
 

5. Control Method of Multi-user Collaborative Access on Distributed Data Warehouse 
To build a shared platform, the design of the underlying data warehouse is essential. 

According to the above shared platform, this part mainly studies the design of the distributed 
data warehouse. As the more complex drilling information, the drilling fluids are considered as 
the “blood" of drilling, so this article considers the drilling fluid as the theme of the distributed 
data warehouse. 

During the model design of data warehouse, local data warehouse must firstly be 
designed, and then a global data warehouse is generated by reorganization, colligation and 
integration of information in local data warehouse. The data models of the local data warehouse 
and global data warehouse are described as follows. 

 
5.1. Data Model of Local Data Warehouse 

There are two kinds of multi-dimensional logical data model commonly used, that are 
the star mode (the star schema) and snow mode (the snowflake schema) [8-10]. Because the 
snow mode is extension of the star mode, this system adopts the snowflake schema to organize 
and analyze the drilling fluid information. From the perspective of the statistical analysis of the 
drilling fluid, it typically includes the themes of the consumption of drilling fluid, drilling fluid type, 
well type, well structures, oil field and the geological structures. Each theme corresponds to a 
snow mode. Taking the using of drilling fluid for example, the snow mode structure is shown in 
Figure 5. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Snow Mode Structure of using of Drilling Fluid 
 
 
5.2. Data Model of Global Data Warehouse 

 According to the oilfield production, the data of the global data warehouse comes from 
the low-grade integrated data of the local data warehouse, but the detail data still exists in each 
local data warehouse. So the fact table of the global data warehouse is the same as the local 
data warehouse, the difference is only of the higher grade of data granularity in the global, the 
data granularity of the system is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Data Granularity 

 
 

The local data warehouse of oil fields stores meaningful data on the local decision-
making, which is extracted from the local operational environment and provides support for local 
decision-making. The global data warehouse stores data from the local data warehouse, local 
operational data of itself and the headquarters. The distributed data warehouse is logically a 
whole, the data of which is actually distributed, when the data is accessed by the sharing 
platform, the distributives of which cannot be perceived by users. The global data warehouse 
just mildly synthesizes the data of the local data warehouse, and its detailed data corresponds 
to the sources of data through the source data table. The table is shown in Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. Source Data Table 
field name                     field code         type             length         unit         remarks 

data source                       SJLY                char               30 
 server name of every units        FWQMC           char                10 

server IP                            FWQIP            char                10 

 
 
Thus, the global data warehouse is very easy to acquire the summary information by 

synthesizing the details data of local data warehouse, for example, on the basis of the 
information about the using of drilling fluid in all the local data warehouse, the global data 
warehouse can analyze the using of drilling fluid, and see their specific information through the 
source data table.  

 
5.3. Controlling Method of Multi-user Collaborative Access 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  query structure of collaborative DW by multi-agent 
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When multi-users acquire drilling information by the platform, they need to synchronize 
when querying information. For example, when two users query, they must log in 
simultaneously, and then operate simultaneously. The concurrency control strategy must be 
adopted to control collaborative operation to realize WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See). 
The structure diagram is shown in Figure 7. 

The process of collaborative query operation can be realized by multi-agents. The query 
structure is made of user agent, system agent, overall data warehouse agent, local data 
warehouse and mobile agent, among which user agent answers receive user’s query 
information, and then analyze it, finally transfer the query message to the system agent. The 
function of system agent, overall data warehouse agent, local data warehouse and mobile agent 
can be found in Figure 3. The output of collaborative query result can be realized by the 
synchronization screen sharing.  
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Figure 8. Collaborative Query Flow Chart 
 
 

In the process of query, if the low detailed data are just needed, the data can be 
extracted from the global data warehouse to make analysis. If you need a relatively detailed 
data, firstly you find out where the data resides by the source data table in the global data 
warehouse, then drill (rollup, drill-down) data to reach the appropriate level, and rotate multi-
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angles to observe data, and finally select the important data for the slice analysis. If the slice 
data is too much, it is divided into smaller data to analyze, the query results are shown to 
multiple users through the web server [11-13]. The query flow chart is shown in Figure 8. 

The query on the distributed data warehouse is achieved through multi-agent to realize 
inquiry about different granularity information of local data warehouse and the global data 
warehouse. The query results allow multiple users to see real-time by means of the network to 
achieve the information sharing. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 

This paper combines multi-agent technology with computer network technology to build 
the model of cooperative working mechanism on the basis of the distributed data warehouse, 
and describes the information sharing platform, which can enable the latest technology in 
various fields apply in time at each production site and share all the information distributed in 
different places, and even the inventor can provide off-site real-time guidance. In this way, the 
technician, management experts or software systems in different locations are gathered 
together on the sharing platform to work together, maximizing the value of a variety of complex 
information of drilling. As a result, the level of information sharing can be improved, which can 
apply the latest drilling technology to dig the best quality wells safely and accurately improving 
the production rate of oil field. 
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